THE SEASON’S NEW BAGS ARE PACKED WITH PATTERN, PERSONALITY—AND VIVID PALETTES.
PHOTOGRAPHED BY ZOE GHERTNER.

BEYOND THE HORIZON
Natural wonders set the scene at Ugo Rondinone’s Seven Magic Mountains exhibition in the desert outside Las Vegas, while a fiercely printed clutch brings the bite. Model Imaan Hammam carries a VBH hand-painted clutch. $1,950—
(212) 717-9800. Louis Vuitton dress; select Louis Vuitton boutiques. 3.1 Phillip Lim sandals.
Fashion Editor: Camilla Nickerson.
FULL SWING

The art-imitates-life mood of the moment comes full circle when the bag matches the boulders. Tibi by Myriam Schaeffer bag; tibi.com. Collina top, skirt, and belt; Collina, NYC. Proenza Schouler earrings and sandals. Rings by Bulgari, David Yurman, and Proenza Schouler.
HOLDING PATTERN

Balenciaga’s bright and bold buds take pride of place in this spectacular rock garden. Balenciaga bag, $2,785; balenciaga.com. Givenchy by Riccardo Tisci lace dress ($3,295) and necklace; Givenchy, NYC.
A CALL TO ARMS

The classic hobo gets shaken up with standout strappy in Crayola-colored hues. Loewe bag, $2,850; loewe.com. Victoria Beckham top ($920) and skirt ($985); victoriabeckham.com. Givenchy by Riccardo Tisci necklace.
GRAB AND GO

With a capacious bag in the supplest of calfskins, you can pack pretty much everything under the sun. Longchamp luggage bag, $845; longchamp.com. Rebecca Minkoff guitar straps ($95 each) and tassel ($50) on bag. Loewe dress ($1,790), earrings, and belt; loewe.com.
LETS THROW A PARTY

HOLD ON TIGHT

The bucket bag is back—this time, though, with a little lift, courtesy of razor-sharp graphics and top-handle upgrades. Proenza Schouler bag ($1,990), red braided strap on bag ($350), dress ($2,750), and earrings: Proenza Schouler.

NYC. In this story: hair, Akiki; makeup, Aaron de Mey. Details, see in This Issue.